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Subclinical seizures (SCS) have rarely been considered in the diagnosis and therapy of epilepsy and have not
been systematically analyzed in studies on seizure prediction. Here, we investigate whether predictions of
subclinical seizures are feasible and how their occurrence may affect the performance of prediction algo-
rithms. Using the European database of long-term recordings of surface and invasive electroencephalography
data, we analyzed the data from 21 patients with SCS, including in total 413 clinically manifest seizures (CS)
and 3341 SCS. Based on the mean phase coherence we investigated the predictive performance of CS and SCS.
The two types of seizures had similar prediction sensitivities. Significant performance was found consider-
ably more often for SCS than for CS, especially for patients with invasive recordings. When analyzing false
alarms triggered by predicting CS, a significant number of these false predictions were followed by SCS for
9 of 21 patients. Although currently observed prediction performance may not be deemed sufficient for clin-
ical applications for the majority of the patients, it can be concluded that the prediction of SCS is feasible on a
similar level as for CS and allows a prediction of more of the seizures impairing patients, possibly also reduc-
ing the number of false alarms that were in fact correct predictions of CS.

This article is part of a Supplemental Special Issue entitled The Future of Automated Seizure Detection and
Prediction.

© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In clinical epileptology, subclinical seizures (SCS) have been trea-
ted like a second-class citizen for a long time [1,2]. SCS are lacking
subjective or objective clinical features by definition. However, it
may be questioned whether the influence of SCS can indeed be disre-
garded in clinical practice. Cognitive impairment and problems with
memory consolidation have been ascertained even for transient
interictal discharges [3–5]. It has been observed that cognitive deteri-
oration can be stopped and even dramatically improved when

therapy eliminates seizures or reduces seizure frequency [5]. Similar
to these forms of interictal epileptiform abnormalities, SCS have
been reported to be accompanied by unnoticed cognitive distur-
bances, namely, memory deficits [6], or by longer-lasting BOLD
changes [7]. SCS have been found to be of considerable clinical rele-
vance and of prognostic significance with respect to epilepsy surgery
outcome [1,2,8]. Additionally, SCS can induce permanent neuronal
changes, leading to long-lasting cognitive defects [1]. For these reasons,
several authors have concluded that substantial advantages could be
gained by considering SCS similarly to CS for themanagement of epilepsy
[1,2,6,8,9]. Given this evidence of the impact of SCS on patients and
their importance for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes, we analyze in
the following whether inclusion of SCS is also of benefit in seizure
prediction.
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In general, fundamentally new therapeutic options like closed-loop
electrical stimulation [10–15] and automatic local administration of
antiepilepticmedication [14,16]would be facilitated if sufficient predic-
tion performance could be achieved (for overviews see [17–19]). This
would be of considerable interest especially for patients with pharma-
coresistant epilepsies [20,21]. Up to now the focus has been on clinically
manifest seizures (CS), and SCS have not been studied explicitly for sei-
zure prediction, as suggested in previous studies [18,22,23]. In one pre-
vious study, preictal changes were also observed in SCS as measured by
the similarity of the EEG to reference periods, providing evidence that
like CS, SCS may be preceded by preictal changes [24].

The ability to predict subclinical seizures could yield considerable
benefit. On the one hand, it could help to avert symptoms that, although
having no apparent clinical manifestation, may affect the cognition of the
patient and decrease his or her quality of life. If SCS could be predicted
reliably, their occurrence could be prevented or aborted with automated
intervention devices, thereby preventing the disabling cognitive effects.
Here, the benefit to the patient has to be weighed against the effects of
the intervention techniques and possible side effects. Whether it would
be adequate to give the patient an actual warning would have to be con-
sidered on an individual basis, in light of the severity of the impairment of
the SCS, the possibility of the patient to prevent seizure occurrence on
short notice, and the concrete psychosocial situation of the patient.

On the other hand, the previously mentioned evidence suggests
that the distinction between CS and SCS is less clear-cut than the
names suggest. For at least a subset of patients with SCS, it can be
assumed that behavioral or cognitive changes could be detected if
appropriate tests were implemented during seizure occurrence [1],
making them “clinically unobserved clinical seizures.” Moreover,
from a prediction point of view, CS and SCS may have similar or
even identical precursors. Hence, it could be hard to distinguish
them in advance: Correct predictions of SCS would be regarded as in-
correct predictions if only CS are taken into account. Therefore, pre-
diction performance may be negatively affected if prediction
analysis is restricted to clinically manifest seizures.

In the following, we study surface and intracranial long-term re-
cordings of 21 patients with partial epilepsy who had SCS during pre-
surgical monitoring. Based on the mean phase coherence, a method
that estimates the degree of interaction between signals derived
from pairs of channels of the electroencephalogram (EEG) [25], we
analyze prediction performance for CS and SCS.

The article is structured as follows. First, the patient collective
studied, the data recording and processing, and the technique
employed to preselect auspicious features are described. Then, the
approach to alarm generation and evaluation is introduced, including
means to statistically validate prediction performance. In the Results,
observed prediction performance is presented. Subsequently, the
suitability of SCS predictions is discussed and conclusions are drawn.

2. Methods

2.1. Patient characteristics

Surface and intracranial EEG recordings of patients with pharmacore-
sistant focal epilepsies who underwent presurgical evaluationwere com-
piled as part of the EPILEPSIAE EU project [26]. Recordings were obtained
at the epilepsy units of the University Hospital Freiburg, Germany; the
Pitié-SalpêtrièreHospital, Paris, France; and theHospitais deUniversidade
de Coimbra, Portugal. The retrospective evaluation of the data received
prior approval by the ethics committees of the respective hospitals.

To be included in this study, subjects had to have had at least five CS
and at leastfive SCS separated by at least 2 hours. Additionally, all “inter-
ictal” periods between CS and SCS had to total at least 3 days, to allow
adequate estimation of false prediction rates. Somepatients experienced
SCS almost continuously over the whole recording period; prediction
performance could not be studied in these patients. Hence, we excluded

all patients from the analysis for whom SCS covered more than half of
the recording, considering a preictal period of 1.5 hours and a postictal
period of 0.5 hours. Among the 192 patients available in the database
at the beginning of the study—of whom 141 had temporal epilepsies,
23 frontal epilepsies, and74other types of epilepsy—65 patients showed
SCS. Of these, 21 patients who were screened for SCS for the whole
recording duration met the inclusion criteria.

Patient characteristics are summarized in Table 1, grouped by ori-
gin of epilepsy (temporal lobe in 11 patients, frontal in 5 patients, and
other origin in 5 patients). Fifteen patients had had invasive record-
ings, and 6 patients surface recordings. For invasive recordings, sub-
dural strip and grid electrodes and/or depth electrodes were used.
EEG recordings were obtained using digital video/EEG systems (Neu-
rofile NT in Freiburg, Nicolet in Paris, and Micromed in Coimbra).
Sampling rates of 256, 400, 512, 1024, and 2048 Hz were used, and
data were filtered for line noise at 50 Hz.

To standardize annotations, a common protocol was established in
all centers. Four seizure types were considered: SCS, simple partial
seizures, complex partial seizures, and secondarily generalized sei-
zures. SCS were defined as electrographic seizures without observed
subjective or objective neurological or somatic manifestations
[1,2,27–29]. The electrographic seizure onset of both CS and SCS
was defined as the time of onset of a clear-cut seizure pattern, either
rhythmic activity, repetitive spiking, or amplitude depression with
evolution in morphology, spatial extension, and/or frequency. For
clinically manifest seizures, clinical seizure onset was also defined
as the first clear-cut subjective symptom or objective sign related to
an ongoing epileptic seizure. To evaluate predictions, we considered
electrographic seizure onset as proposed in [18]. For clinically mani-
fest seizures for which no electrographic onset could be determined,
clinical onset was used instead.

2.2. Extraction and preselection of features

For each pair of electrode contacts on each patient, the mean
phase coherence (MPC) was estimated by applying a sliding-
window analysis, using a window of 30 seconds’ duration shifted by
5 seconds [25]. The MPC was based on a reconstruction of the analyt-
ical signal by means of the Hilbert transform. The deviation of phase
differences from the uniform distribution was quantified as

R2
n;m ¼ cosΦn;m

D E2 þ sinΦn;m

D E2
;

where Фn,m denotes the differences in the instantaneous phases of
signals m and n [25,30]. The MPC R is limited to values in [0, 1]. For
uniformly distributed phases, Rn,m would be zero, whereas for highly
coherent phases Rn,m approaches one.

If all possible pairs of electrode contacts were considered, a multi-
tude of potential features would be derived. For an automatic preselec-
tion of features carrying possibly predictive information, a preselection
method was proposed recently that takes the ratio of global variance to
local variance of the features into account [31]. This ratio is defined as

Sk ¼
2σ2

k;global

σ2
k;local

;

where

σ2
k;global ¼

1
N−1∑

N

i¼1
xik−xk

� �2

is the variance of the feature time series xk, containing N samples, and

σ2
k;local ¼

1
N−2 ∑

N−1

i¼1
Δxik−Δxk

� �2
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is the variance of the differences Δxki =xk
i+1−xk

i between subsequent
samples. The arithmetic mean of xk is denoted by xk , and the arithmetic
mean of Δxk by Δxk . To include a limited number of features exhibiting
the highest variance ratios, for each patient, we selected the 15 channel
pairs for which the respective features exhibited the highest values of S.
As the time of occurrence of seizures is not taken into account for this
preselection method, it may be applied to the data that are analyzed
subsequently for prediction purposes.

To remove possible outliers in the feature time series, a median fil-
ter with 4-minute window length was used.

2.3. Seizure prediction characteristics

To analyze the predictive performance of triggered alarms, we
apply the so-called seizure prediction characteristics [32]. Here,
alarms are raised whenever the feature crosses a predefined thresh-
old, predicting upcoming seizures. The alarm has to be followed by
an interval that should be free of any seizure, the intervention time
(IT), which should enable an intervention (cf. Fig. 1). The seizure is
predicted to occur during the seizure occurrence period (SOP). If a
seizure indeed occurs during the SOP, the alarm can be regarded as
correct; otherwise, it would be false. After an alarm, no further alarms
are triggered until either SOP+IT passes or a seizure occurs. During

refractory periods of 30 minutes after each seizure, no alarms are trig-
gered. As no false alarms could occur during these periods, the re-
spective intervals are not regarded in the calculation of the rate of
false predictions. If seizures follow each other too closely, that is,
within the duration of SOP+IT, the latter seizure is not considered
predictable and the respective periods are excluded from the analysis.

For this study, we varied the duration of the IT between 10 and
60 minutes to determine an optimal IT for each patient. The SOP
was chosen to last 30 minutes, which had been found to be a reason-
able duration in previous studies [33,34].

In the analysis of the predictive performance of a prediction meth-
od, sensitivity as well as specificity has to be considered. Sensitivity is
the ratio of correctly predicted seizures; specificity can be quantified
by the rate of false predictions. To limit the specificity to clinically rel-
evant values, a maximum false prediction rate FPRmax of 0.15 false
prediction per hour is defined [cf. 32].This value can be adjusted
depending on the type of intervention.

To analyze whether the observed prediction sensitivities are sta-
tistically significant, we compared the results with the critical sensi-
tivity of an analytical random predictor that does not exploit any
information contained in the EEG [35,36]. Only if the observed sensi-
tivity exceeds the performance of the random predictor can it be con-
sidered significant. For the analytical random predictor, the SOP,
FPRmax, and number d of parameter settings used for the prediction
method are taken into account. The parameter d allows correction
for multiple testing, which occurs if parameters are optimized in a
retrospective fashion. In this study, this is the case for the duration of
the IT and the best of the 15 preselected features that are chosen for
each patient. In the following, we consider two different assumptions:
complete dependence and complete independence of the features. For
the former, the six different durations of IT are taken into account by
setting d equal to 6, leading to the lower critical sensitivity. For the lat-
ter, d is set to a statistically more conservative value of d=6×15=90
to correct also for the 15 features analyzed for each patient. This consti-
tutes the upper critical sensitivity of the random predictor.

SOP

Alarm 

IT 

Seizure time

Fig. 1. Schematics of the seizure prediction characteristics. An alarm is followed by a
time period reserved for an intervention, the intervention time (IT). This should be
free of any seizure, so that an intervention can be applied. The seizure is expected to
occur during the seizure occurrence period (SOP). If this is the case, the alarm was a
correct prediction.

Table 1
Characteristics of patients with respect to temporal, frontal, or other lobar origin of epilepsy.

ID Recording type Age Gender Electrode type CS type Number of CS(CS N2 h) Number of SCS(SCS N2 h) Recording duration (h) Outcome

Patients with epilepsy of temporal lobe origin
1 Scalp 15 F 10–20 SP, CP, SG 5 (5) 7 (6) 92.9 Ia
2 Scalp 47 M 10–20 CP, SG, UC 7 (6) 365 (12) 178.Pa2 No surgery
3 Scalp 62 F 10–20 CP 6 (6) 11 (9) 162.2 No surgery
4 Inv. 3 F g,s CP, UC 7 (7) 7 (5) 197.0 IIIa
5 Inv. 11 F d,s SP, CP, UC 14 (14) 22 (20) 155.0 Ia
6 Inv. 15 M g,d,s CP, UC 19 (15) 43 (8) 199.8 Ia
7 Inv. 23 M d CP, UC 52 (32) 109 (35) 424.1 Ib
8 Inv. 29 F d SP, CP, UC 9 (9) 6 (5) 183.1 Ia
9 Inv. 37 F d SP, CP, SG, UC 7 (7) 71 (31) 260.1 Ia
10 Inv. 53 F d,s SP, CP 6 (6) 26 (13) 164.4 Ia
11 Inv. 63 F d,s CP, UC 21 (9) 11 (6) 118.9 No surgery

Patients with epilepsy of frontal lobe origin
12 Scalp 31 M 10-20 SP,CP,UC 15 (11) 45 (16) 162.6 Ib
13 Inv. 11 M g SP,CP,UC 54 (12) 164 (18) 141.4 Ia
14 Inv. 36 M d UC 12 (12) 10 (10) 211.7 IIb
15 Inv. 38 M d SG,UC 5 (5) 18 (7) 341.5 No surgery
16 Inv. 48 F g,s SP,UC 94 (15) 1816 (18) 244.7 IIb

Patients with epilepsy of other origin
17 Scalp 31 F 10-10 CP,SG,UC 8 (7) 450 (18) 159.4 IIIa
18 Scalp 46 F 10-20 SP,CP,UC 11 (10) 6 (5) 203.7 No surgery
19 Inv. 22 M d SP,CP,SG,UC 26 (5) 119 (9) 113.2 No surgery
20 Inv. 32 F d SP,CP,UC 9 (7) 15 (5) 151.6 IVb
21 Inv. 35 M d,s SP,CP,SG,UC 26 (16) 20 (15) 180.0 No surgery

Ø 32.8 19.7 (10.3) 159.1 (12.9) 192.6

Note. Scalp and invasive recordings were obtained with the 10–20 or 10–10 system for scalp recordings and with depth (d), grid (g), and strip (s) electrodes for invasive recordings.
Clinical seizures (CS) were classified as simple partial (SP), complex partial (CP), secondarily generalized (SG), or unclassified (UC). Outcome was classified according to a modified
Engel classification [41].
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Fig. 2. Occurrences of clinically manifest seizures (CS, black) and subclinical seizures (SCS, red) during the recording periods of all patients. Midnight is marked by green lines; re-
cording gaps are shaded in gray. Also shown are histograms of the interseizure intervals observed for CS and SCS, that is, the number of interseizure intervals that have a certain
duration. The bin at 48 hours also contains all longer intervals. Last row: Histograms of interseizure intervals of both CS and SCS pooled for all patients; here, each patient's seizures
are weighted with a total weight of 1.
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In this study, predictive sensitivity was analyzed for CS as well as
SCS. Additionally, the two types of seizures were also pooled to deter-
mine the prediction of all electrographic seizures that occurred.

To quantify howmany of the false alarms that are triggered during
predictions of CS would indeed be correct predictions of SCS if these
were also be considered, we determined the fraction of false alarms
that were followed by a SCS during the subsequent SOP. To validate
whether the observed fraction is above chance level, we used non-
parametric Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon signed rank sum tests [37]
to test whether it was significantly larger than for false alarms distrib-
uted randomly during the recording period.

3. Results

3.1. Distribution of clinical and subclinical seizures

There was an average of 19.7 CS per patient (range: 5–94). If only
unclustered seizures, that is, seizures separated by more than 2 hours,
are considered, the average is 10.3 seizures per patient (range: 5–32)
(cf. Table 1). For all patients, the average number of SCS was 159.1
(range: 6–1816). The majority of these seizures were clustered; if
only those separated by more than 2 hours are considered, the aver-
age is 12.9 per patient (range: 5–35).

The distribution of both CS and SCS over the recording period is il-
lustrated in Fig. 2, together with histograms of the interseizure inter-
vals. It can be observed that several patients, for example, patients 7,
16, 17, and 19, had frequent clusters of both CS and SCS. In general,
SCS are more strongly clustered than CS, as is visible in the histograms
in Fig. 2. In addition, the circadian dependence of seizure occurrence
can clearly be identified for some patients: patients 7 and 16 for
both CS and SCS, and patient 17 for SCS.

3.2. Prediction performances depending on site of origin

The performance of the preselected MPC features in predicting CS
or SCS or CS+SCS is illustrated in Fig. 3. Results are summarized in
Table 2. For a SOP of 30 minutes and a FPRmax of 0.15/hour, the aver-
age sensitivity for CS is 32.2% for patients with temporal lobe epilep-
sies, 40.9% for patients with frontal lobe epilepsies, and 35.9% for the
remaining patients. For several patients sensitivity was as high as 50–
60%, and for some it was below 20%. For SCS, average sensitivity was
37.2% for patients with temporal lobe epilepsies, 32.6% for patients
with frontal lobe epilepsies, and 32.0% for patients with other epilep-
sies (range: 18.8–83.3%). There were no significant differences in

performance between the different patient groups as assessed with
a nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test [38].

In comparison to the lower critical sensitivity of the analytical ran-
dom predictor, statistically significant sensitivities were achieved for
5 of all 21 patients for CS, for 8 of 21 patients for SCS, and for 10 of
21 patients for pooled CS+SCS. Considering the upper critical sensi-
tivity, this was true for 1 of 21 patients for CS, 5 of 21 patients for
SCS, and for 4 of 21 patients for CS+SCS. Hence, the number of pa-
tients with significant prediction performance increases considerably
when SCS are taken into account. A detailed breakdown for the differ-
ent patient groups is found in Table 2.

3.3. Prediction performance depending on type of recording

In Fig. 4 and Table 2, prediction performance is summarized with
respect to type of EEG recording: invasive and scalp. Average

Fig. 3. Prediction sensitivities and average values for patients with temporal, frontal, and other epilepsies. Shown are the sensitivities for predictions of clinically manifest seizures
(CS) and subclinical seizure (SCS) and a joint prediction of both CS and SCS. Sensitivities that exceed the lower critical sensitivity of the analytical random predictor are marked by
one (red) asterisk; those that exceed the upper critical sensitivity, additionally be a second (green) asterisk.

Table 2
Prediction performance with respect to different patient categories (all, temporal/
frontal/other, invasive/scalp).

Patient
category

Type of
seizure

Mean sensitivity
(min–max)

Number of patients exceeding

Lower critical
value

Upper critical
value

All CS 35.2% (16.7–60.0%) 5 1
SCS 34.9% (18.8–83.3%) 8 5
CS+SCS 29.8% (18.2–58.3%) 10 4

Temporal CS 32.2% (16.7–50.0%) 2 0
SCS 37.2% (21.6–83.3%) 5 3
CS+SCS 27.2% (18.2–44.4%) 4 2

Frontal CS 40.9% (26.7–60.0%) 2 1
SCS 32.6% (18.8–60.0%) 2 1
CS+SCS 34.4% (23.8–58.3%) 3 1

Other CS 35.9% (21.1–50.0%) 1 0
SCS 32.0% (20.0–40.0%) 1 1
CS+SCS 30.7% (22.7–40.0%) 3 1

Invasive CS 36.7% (20.0–60.0%) 5 1
SCS 36.7% (21.6–83.3%) 6 4
CS+SCS 30.9% (18.2–58.3%) 9 3

Scalp CS 31.4% (16.7–40.0%) 0 0
SCS 30.3% (18.8–38.5%) 2 1
CS+SCS 26.8% (25.0–30.0%) 1 1

Note. Mean, minimum, and maximum sensitivities are given for predictions of clinical
seizures (CS), subclinical seizures (SCS), and pooled CS and SCS (CS+SCS).
Additionally, the numbers of patients with sensitivities exceeding the lower and
upper critical values are specified.
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sensitivities for patients with invasive recordings are 36.7% for CS, at
36.7% for SCS, and 30.9% for CS+SCS. For patients with scalp record-
ings, sensitivities were 31.4% for CS, 30.3% for SCS, and 26.8% at CS+
SCS. No significant differences between patient groups were detected
with a Kruskal–Wallis test.

Concerning the numbers of patients with significant prediction
performance, considerable differences are observed between the
groups. Among the 15 patients with invasive recordings, sensitivities
exceeded the lower critical sensitivity for 5 patients for CS, 6 patients
for SCS, and 9 patients for CS+SCS, and exceeded the upper critical
sensitivity for 1 patient for CS, 4 patients for SCS, and 3 patients for
CS+SCS. In contrast, among the 6 patients with scalp recordings, sen-
sitivities exceeded the lower critical sensitivity for no patient for CS, 2
patients for SCS, and 1 patient for CS+SCS, and exceeded the upper
critical sensitivity for no patient for CS and 1 patient each for SCS
and CS+SCS.

3.4. Analysis of false alarms for predictions of CS

In analyses of correlations of false alarms triggered during the pre-
diction of CS, on average, for all patients, about 9.1% of the false alarms
were followed by a SCS during the subsequent SOP (cf. Table 3).
Although for several patients no false alarms were followed by a
SCS, for others up to 30.8% preceded a SCS. For 9 patients, more false
alarms were followed by a SCS than expected by chance (cf. Table 3).

4. Discussion

Increasing evidence suggests that SCS are of clinical relevance
[1,2,8,39]. Although, by definition, no clinical signs are observed dur-
ing the occurrence of SCS, they may nonetheless alter cognitive per-
formance, as found in previous studies [e.g., 6]. The distinction
between CS and SCS is inherently ambiguous, even if conventional
neuropsychological testing is performed. It can be expected that for
many SCS, clinical correlates could have been found if the appropriate
modality had been tested for.

In our study, when analyzing the predictive power of SCS in 21 pa-
tients with focal epilepsies, sensitivities similar to those for CS were
observed. This was the case for patients with different epilepsy local-
izations (temporal, frontal, and other). Although the absolute sensi-
tivities achieved do not seem sufficient for application in a clinical
setting for most patients, they may yet be beneficial for, for example,
automatic closed-loop intervention systems as compared with
chronic interventions To further improve prediction performance,
several approaches could be combined [34], or circadian rhythms
of seizure occurrence could be taken into account. If sensible for the

desired type of intervention, higher sensitivities could be achieved
by increasing the duration of the SOP or FPRmax.

In contrast to patients with scalp recordings, significant prediction
performance was observed for a larger fraction of the patients with
invasive recordings in our study, especially for SCS and CS+SCS, for
which the number of significant cases was considerably larger in
comparison with that for CS. To some extent this can be explained
by the approximately 25% larger number of (unclustered) seizures
that are available for SCS than for CS, which improves the statistical
power of the random predictor [36]. Hence, truly predictive perfor-
mance can more easily be detected. However, when CS and SCS
were considered together in a pooled analysis, no further increase
in significant performance was observed compared with the results
for SCS. Therefore it can be concluded that SCS can be predicted
with an average sensitivity similar to that for CS, leading to a larger
number of patients with significant performance. When CS and SCS
are pooled, neither sensitivity nor number of significant cases
changes considerably.

Fig. 4. Same as for Fig. 3 with respect to invasive or scalp recordings.

Table 3
Fractions of false alarms triggered by predicting CS that were followed by a SCS during
the subsequent SOP.

Patient No. Fraction of false
alarms before SCS [%]

Significant

1 0.0
2 14.3 sign.
3 0.0
4 0.0
5 5.9
6 5.6
7 8.7 sign.
8 4.8 sign.
9 13.0

10 4.8
11 20.0 sign.
12 14.3 sign.
13 30.8 sign.
14 5.3 sign.
15 3.3 sign.
16 0.0
17 8.3
18 0.0
19 10.0
20 0.0
21 10.5 sign.

Ø 9.1

Note. For each patient it was determined whether the observed fraction was
significantly larger than that for randomly distributed false alarms (see text).
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Weanalyzedwhether the false alarms that are triggeredwhen pre-
dicting CS are followed by SCS and found that on average, for all pa-
tients, about 9% of all false alarms preceded a SCS. This fraction was
found to be significant in 9 of 21 patients. Hence, it can be concluded
that a portion of the SCS are preceded by changes in neuronal dynam-
ics similar to those that precede CS. However, because no significant
increase in prediction performance was observed for a pooled analysis
of CS and SCS, this may not be the case for all SCS. Additionally, a con-
siderable proportion of false alarms are caused by other effects.

Although a previous study on a smaller group of patients found
that prediction performance was similar for patients with scalp re-
cordings and those with invasive recordings [40], the lower predic-
tion performance for patients with scalp recordings observed in our
study could be related to differences in the patient collectives investi-
gated; ours was peculiar in that only patients with observed SCS were
included. In general, for patients with SCS, some of these seizures may
be missed by scalp recordings if they do not lead to visible changes in
the surface EEG. This, in turn, would explain the decrease in predic-
tion performance if, for example, an alarm that correctly predicts an
unidentified SCS is classified as being incorrect.

To summarize, both performance of prediction methods and pa-
tients may benefit from the inclusion of SCS in seizure prediction al-
gorithms. That is, prediction methods could improve performance
by considering all types of electrographic seizures that occur, inde-
pendent of whether clinical correlates are observed. This is especially
the case for patients for whom the number of false alarms that are
caused by preictal changes in SC can be reduced. In return, patients
can also benefit from the additional prediction of their SCS and the
ability to suppress the accompanying cognitive impairment if appro-
priate intervention techniques with relatively modest side effects can
be applied.
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